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to allow users to select a channel themselves, select allow user to configure. this lets users test the latest chrome features by letting them switch the release channel. for details on how users do this on
their chromeos device, see switch between stable, beta & dev software. on the left side of the screen on the main page, switch to "video." select "enhance video" and turn "show video frame." then watch
the video. you may want to experiment with the "playback rate" settings to see how it makes the video look. try the two "aspect ratio" options to see what effect they have on the video. if you're lucky, you
may be able to improve audio quality by selecting "resample audio" and lowering the "minimum sample rate" value (this is somewhat like the notch filter on old versions of windows). the audio that shows
up on the left side of the screen should be lower quality than what you hear in the game. installer feedback: it could use some work and tweaks. currentlyit downloads the zip file that it later on copies
testdrive2.exe, uplauncher.exe, language.cpr and euro folder. this in itself is not an issue and it successfully copies these files. you'll get a notification that leasey has detected something in chrome's
profile folder. select the notification to see what you're about to install. note that leasey works best when it detects chrome's profile folder on the same computer that it is running from. if you switch to
another computer, leasey must rebuild the profile folder, and thus install the update. if you have a separate chrome browser tab open that is based on another chrome version, it will have to be closed, and
your leasey profile folder rebuilt.
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i don't think there's anything else you need to do, unless you have to uninstall the file addins, which i haven't seen in a while. if you launch from your start menu, you won't see any text. the only thing i
see is the pop-up "about ittunes" and it's activated each time with every launch. in order to get the full tdu 2 game to work properly, you first need to extract the contents of the zip file that contains the

game files. you do this by extracting the files into their own directory of your choice. after the files have been extracted into a suitable location on your hard drive, you can then open the terminal program
(in windows, the start menu and search for "terminal") and copy and paste the following command: cd /dirname/to/your/game/dir;./ttd2in.exe. it looks ok. i am able to get into the dashboard and that it

moves smoothly. but it wont play the drivers. when i go to the driver directory, drivers directory etc. all the windows said access denied. please help. i have already attempted it many times and was not
successful. downloaded, extracted to wmp. when i open it i am unable to launch the game. it says "access denied" when i go to file manager to load the game. i am using xp pro sp2 on hp nw845 with an
ati radeon x1300 pro i have just downloaded test drive unlimited 2 today and i am going to try to run it. i was wondering is there any tutorial of how to run it? i do not have any cd or dvd drive, so i must

download and put the game in my usb drive, i am running windows vista just got the game and wanted to run it. when i do i get a message saying access is denied. i have tried re-installing the game and
have just tried installing it in it's own folder (and not in the game folder), i don't know if i need anything else, i have xp pro (amd athlon @ 2.8 ghz with 1.5gb ram) 5ec8ef588b
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